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Cellular Telephone Interceptor Multi Digital Versions
(Including GSM amd TDMA)

TDMA System $280,000.00
GSM System $420,000.00
GSM Interceptor Pro
This is an advanced monitoring system designed to
intercept GSM cellular traffic.
It is the most sophisticated - advanced state of the art
equipment of it's kind. It is custom made to certain
specifications according to the cellular system in your
country

Features
8 channels 900/1800 MHz,
(System with 1900 MHz is also available).
The system can target specific numbers or randomly
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TDMA Interceptor Pro
The system is an advanced monitoring system designed
to intercept TDMA cellular calls.
Designed to work in networks that specifically using DAMPS.

Features
Scan Control Channels to locate a working base station
in a given area.
Automatic adjustments in the configuring file.
Fast receivers presetting using data from the
configuration files.
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screen GSM mobile Communication.
Conversations are monitored and logged simultaneously
to voice and data logger for storage and retrieval..
Housed in industrial PC 19” rack mounted portable
cabinet with attached keyboard and LCD monitor.
Weight:12 Kg about 23 Lb.
Decodes voice codes LPT, RPE and EFR.
Works with identificators IMSI, TMSI, IMEI, and
MSISDN.
Can receive BCCH, CCCH, SACCH, SDCCH, FACCH,
and TCH
Find incoming call number when call ID is available.
Intercept 1 voice duplex Channel.
Possibility to receive SNS Messages.
Working range: Forward Channel 25 KM or 15.6 Mils,
Reverse Channel depends on conditions - varies from
300 to 800 meters, or up to half a mile
If unidirectional antennas are used, the range can be
increased.
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Store telephone conversations on the hard drive.
Monitoring the activity of phone numbers from the “list
of interest”.
Listening and recording all phone conversations of the
accessible base station or only from the “list of interest”.
Displaying and recording all events in the control
channels.
Displaying status of all phones from the “list of interest”.
The system can control the following channels :
Forward control channels IS-S4 & IS-136 (monitoring
of incoming calls in one cell)
Forward traffic channel (listening to conversations in
the forward/ outgoing direction)
Reverse control channel (defines outgoing phone
numbers).

Encryption Modes:
A5.2 cooperation with network operator is not needed,
the system works in real time.
A5.1 If cooperation with network operator is possible,
the system works in real time.
If cooperation with network operator is not possible but
there is an access to mobile phone, information can be
extracted directly from SIM card, Extraction time – 15
Min., SIM card
scanner should be added to the system.
With special hardware and software module A5.1
Decoder the interceptor works without
Cooperation with network operator. Item: 4001-D.

Note:We may sell the unit to you only if you representing a government or law enforcement agency or you are
selling it to the Government or a Law Enforcement agency in your country.
We will 100% verify it and also require a letter certifying that.
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Demonstration
Our technician will travel to demonstrate the unit in your country, the demonstration is usually done upon 2
weeks notification.
We will send 2 people to your country For demonstration, cost for demonstration $7,000

Available to Law Enforcement agencies ONLY.
For inquiries: please e mail to info@spylife.com or call our office 818-516-3583
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